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Introduction
In the case of testing components carrying out rotational or reciprocal
movement, or being in resonance, vibration diagnostics can be an effective
tool. It can successfully be applied in the case of cold tests of engines of
internal combustion. Carrying out vibration and noise tests during the warm
test of operating engines can be an advantageous solution from several
points of view. However, in the case of operating engines the tests are much
more difficult to carry out. This is the reason, why it is not applied so often
and why it is applied only as a supplementary method. Technical conditions
of the traditionally arranged test rigs acted as barriers to the noise and
vibration diagnostics of other parts of the drive as well.
It was difficult to insert the noise and vibration diagnostic test equipment
into the production line test stations. Some of the reasons: despite of the
high technical level of the vibration and noise measuring equipment, they
were not elastic enough. On the other hand, these tasks demand some
special requirements in the case of vehicle manufacturing which are not
common in engineering industry. However, some new electronic and
computer techniques, signal and data processing techniques have been
developed recently, and they create a possibility to improve the level and
the information providing capability of vibration and noise diagnostic tests
considerably. The practical use of the method is much more advantageous,
and, consequently, more widely used, than before. The manufacturing
companies have realized this problem, and launched research projects to
solve the actual problem in order to introduce practical applications later on.
The automotive industry is one of the fastest developing industry, and its
target is the zero defect level of the products from the quality assurance
point of view. That is the reason, why the research and development of the
quality assurance methods is so much important.
My job is connected to this research task, and first of all in three topics.
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I have been involved in the development of an elastic measurement system
designed to test engine of internal combustion, and in elaboration of data
evaluation methods, and in testing them under industrial circumstances.
My second topic was the research of the modern noise and vibration test
methods of automatic gear boxes. During these tests I only used traditional
sensors.
My third research field was the introduction of new microelectronic and
optoelectronic sensors, and the conditions of applying wireless data transfer
methods in industrial environment.
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Survey of the literature
The literature connected to the noise and vibration analysis in automotive
industry is huge. In Hungarian there are mostly papers dealing with machine
industry. However, among the reports and articles there are numerous of
them dealing with automotive industry and of high quality.
In my list of applied literature there are 55 books, 76 articles, 12 standards
and 46 application notes and catalogues. This kind of literature typically
describes the theoretical results and the practical results of their job.
In another group there are the publications of companies developing tools
and methods of tests. The number of publications of automotive
manufacturers is not much – e.g. [TOY11].
The topics are concentrated on three areas: failure diagnostics, environment
protection, and research connected to the design and construction of various
parts. I have concentrated on my own research topics that I mentioned the
previous section. However, there is useful knowledge in the literature of
other fields as well. For example, the methods of data processing and evaluation are mostly similar to each other, or they are the same in some cases.
I am trying to give summary of my research work in the literature.
Substantially I could not find any source dealing with the vibration and
noise diagnostics of the manufacturing line, which could be used as starting
point, or reference for my own research work.
However, the number of publications, dealing with particular details of both
theory and practice, is huge. I have selected the useful information
necessary for my job out of these ones.
Unfortunately, for many problems I could not find an answer, and so the
topics far away from this field (e.g. data processing and evaluation) had to
be collected and processed as well.
Finally, the still open remaining questions had to be answered by my own
theoretical and empirical work. These answers were published by me.
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Methods and tools used for the research work
Hardware used for the research:
- vibration sensors:


AC102 uniaxial vibration sensor – manufactured by CTC, [CTC102]



993B triaxial vibration sensor – manufactured by Wilcoxon,
[WIL08]

- microphones:


Bruel Kjaer 4189 type Free-Field measurement microphone
[BK4189]



Bruel Kjaer 4958 type Array measurement microphone [BK4958]

- incremental angle sensor:


ROD 426 type optoelectronic incremental
manufactured by Heidenhain [HEI10]

angle

encoder,

- measurement data acquisition system:


NI cDAQ- 9172 measurement data acquisition system with USB
interface, manufactured by NI [NID9172]



NI-9233 4 channel vibration and noise diagnostic analogue input
module with 24 bit resolution, manufactured by NI [NID9233]



NI-9401 8 channel digital, dual way, fast I/O module, manufactured
by NI [NID9401]



WLS 9163 WLAN interface, manufactured by NI [NID9163]

Software development environment used for the
research:


LabVIEW software development and application program package,
version LV 8.5 … LV 2013, manufactured by NI [NIL13]
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Data processing techniques and algorithms used
during the research work:


FFT procedure [BUR08] [NOK07],



order analysis based on the data re-sampling method (NI patent),
which was used during the noise and vibration analysis of internal
combustion engines firstly by me in Hungary



joined time-frequency and time-order based data processing
technique (JFTA, etc.), procedures connected to the Gabor
transformation, which was used during the noise and vibration
analysis of internal combustion engines firstly by me

Test stations
measurements:

used

at

the

drive

element



Dyno workshop test station (GM Opel Factory), Z18XER and
Z16XER engines for the noise and vibration tests



ENERGOTEST test rig (BME KJK GJT engine workshop), for the
test of GM type A14NET engine, and to test the MEMS vibration
sensor and optoelectronic distance and velocity sensors



Allison final test station (GM Allison Factory) at the manufacturing
line for high power automatic gearboxes for heavy vehicles. The
system has been extended by the new wireless vibration and noise
measurement system which was developed in the course of my
research work.
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Overview of the research work
The results of the research project can be summarized as follows:
 I have created a new, and elastically extendable noise and vibration test
system, consisting of high-tech units, which can either be inserted into
the final checking system of the production line, or can operate standalone.

Fig. 1.
The new flexible measuring system developed for the noise and vibration measurements
[S4]

The basic configuration of the system is capable to measure the signals
from four analog sensors - like e.g. a triaxial acceleration sensor and a
noise sensor - with high resolution (24bit) and wide frequency
bandwidth, and an 8bit digital I/O interface e. g. for timing, time
measuring, and trigger function. The unit is a general purpose unit which
can be used a wide range of research tasks. The unit is configurable
flexibly and can be enhanced to accept signals from up to e.g. 24 analog
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and 16 bit digital signal sources. It is very important that all signal
samplings occur at the same time exactly.
 I have carried out a series of workshop tests with the new measuring
system on good engines and on engines having different known faults.
During the tests noise measurements and vibration measurements in
three directions have been carried out, together with angular
displacement and reference position, plus ignition-timing measurements.
 Direct and processed measurement data were shown on diagrams, namely the high resolution angular and ignition time signals, the noise
and vibration time signals, and the related noise and vibration spectra.

Fig. 2.
Noise and vibration power spectrum of a good internal combustion engine [S4]

In the figure the vertical (red), horizontal (black), main shaft direction (green)
and noise (blue) spectra can be seen at 2000 RPM- in the case of a good
internal combustion engine.

I have introduced the order analysis in the field of the vehicle
diagnostics, based on the re-sampling [NIT372416A], and showed the
order spectra:
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Fig. 3.
Noise and vibration order power spectra of a good internal combustion engine [S4]

In the figure the vertical (red), horizontal (black), main shaft direction (green)
and noise (blue) spectra can be seen at 2000 RPM in the case of a good internal
combustion engine The vertical axis of power spectra is logarithmic scaled, the
horizontal axis is scaled by order frequency.

The resampling-based order spectra is calculated by Fourier
transformation of signal data sampled by equidistant angular intervals
instead of by time intervals. Consequently order spectra give useful
information about vibration and noise phenomena in the case of
continuously changing rotational speed, too.
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 In the course of my research work I have recognized the high level
possibilities of JFTA methods [NI3548] in data evaluation, and
introduced some procedures of the Gabor transformation [COH95]
[NIE372265B]. Within the framework of this technique the most
effective fault diagnostic procedures are the usage of magnitude and
power spectograms, and the extraction of the most significant ordercomponent time signals. With the help of the two dimensional analysis
even the observation and research of some formerly not known
processes, which take place in the engine, can be realized.

Fig. 4.
The time - frequency Gabor spectrogram of the vertical direction of a faulty engine, where
one cylinder is not working [S11]

There are considerable vibrations observable at idel till 3s in time. Later the
engine much higher vibration levels than a good one.
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Fig. 5.
The time – order frequency Gabor spectrogram of the vertical direction of a faulty engine,
where one cylinder is not working [S11]

The information in this figure is equivalent to the information in the figure above
however the reference base is order frequency here and (time-based) frequency
above. It depends of the physical phenomena observed which method is usable
basically or more advantageous to study the behavior of the unit under test.

The above figures show and prove, that using JFTA methods even the so
complicated noise and vibration problems, that occur in an operating
engine, can be tested. Moreover, they provide a more reliable and
extensive information, necessary for diagnostic evaluation, than the one
dimensional frequency and re-sampling order analysis. Naturally, these
methods require a higher level measuring equipment, and it costs more
of course, too.
This method provides a proper solution to find the typical faults
occurring in practice most frequently. The most simple method of
diagnostics is the comparison of actual results with reference
measurements, which is evaluated manually.
In practice the analysis and classification of stochastical data collected
through the measurements by statistic and probability methods can bring
good results. These methods can be used for properly separated bands or
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ranges extracted from the time- frequency or time – order frequency
spectrograms.
The real solution can be the use of neural computers and artificial
intelligence. There are practical solutions existing today. The
continuation of my job can be the elaboration of such at method.
 For the re-sampling order analysis a sensor providing signal of angular
displacement is also necessary. I showed with the help of a detailed
analysis, that the internal sensor of angular displacement, fixed to the
main shaft inside the engine is not suitable for this purpose, because of
the non-equidistant signal samples. I have elaborated various solutions
in order to solve this kind of problems [S09] [S10].
 The signal transfer of noise and vibration sensors using cables can face
several problems at test stations in case of final check of manufacturing
lines. As a result of my research work, I have solved the problem of full
band, multichannel noise and vibration signal transfer by using wireless
components of computer technology, available on the market.
Additionally, after studiing the standards and set-up possibilities I have
used very special software configuration for measurement data transfer
which is different from the common solutions [DROT14] [S7].
 In the field of traditional vibration diagnostics piezoelectric sensors
[HON10], or equipment based on interferometric distance measuring
equipment [BK8329] are used to determine vibration acceleration by
direct or indirect ways. For the noise analysis measuring microphones
are applied.
Typically, signals and data are processed and evaluated by complicated
computer systems recently. During my research work I have searched
solutions which are simpler, more modern and have better technical
parameters at lower price level.
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Studying the literature of new sensor developments I found very new
microelectro-mechanical systems [SCA11] - and optoelectronic
[KEY13] devices, which seem to be applicable to realize my goals. I
have purchased samples of these sensors from the manufacturers.
I have carried out measurements on the engine test rig of the department
in order to research the applicability of the sensors in the field of
vibration diagnostics of automotive industry. The results met the
expectations. On the basis of this the continuation of the research project
and the wide use of these sensors can be expected.

Fig. 6.
Installation of the MEMS intelligent vibrodiagnostic sensor fusion and the super-fast
optoelectronic distance sensor working on the basis of triangular measurement during the
test of operation on the test rig [S8].

The manufacturing technology of the new microelectro-mechanical
systems (MEMS) is compatible with the analog, digital, and
microcomputer semiconductor technologies. The unit - which l found
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and tested thoroughly - can carry out the data processing, FFT
evaluation and decision making by reference info as well.
The optoelectronic sensor can measure the distance by 400 kHz
sampling frequency and 6 nm resolutions. The new devices provide a
new horizon to the application in vibration diagnostics.
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Summary of new scientific results in theses
T-1 Thesis: I have elaborated a noise and vibration diagnostic method
based on order analysis for the warm-test check of internal
combustion engines using petrol [S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6].
I have converted sampled data taken at equal time differences into signals of
angular installments. For this I have used the signals coming from the
outside sensor of angular displacement joined to the crankshaft.
For the vibration measurements I have used triaxial piezoelectric sensors,
and for the noise measurements I have used microphone prepared a
measuring system. Also, I have developed a measuring and data processing
system using LabVIEW software solutions.
During my experimental measurements of some good engines and some
engines having known faults, I have proved that the order spectra are
sensitive to the faults, and consequently can provide a better localization of
faults related to the conventional methods.
T-2 Thesis: I have shown, that the signal of the internal angular signal
source cannot be applied directly during the order analysis,
because the reference of the angular position causes a
considerably high basis noise apart from the useful signal to
be measured [S9, S10].
I have tested the application of the internal sensor. In order to find
equidistant angular position samples, I have also tested the problems and
possible solutions. I compiled suggestions in order to solve the problems.
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T-3 Thesis: The Gabor procedure has been inserted into the
measurement data processing system. By the evaluation of
the above method used on former measurements data sets
has been proved the increase of the capabilities of the
detecting failures [S11].
Researching the possibilities of order analysis I have found the discrete
Gabor transformation and expansion as a related new method, which
enables the evaluation of the signals in both time and frequency domain,
and there is no need for angular displacement information. According to the
theory and practice, this method requires high level computing resources
and long time. However, as the technique is developing, it is expected that
the difficulties will be overcome.
T-4 Thesis: I have checked and analyzed the noise and vibration
diagnostic measurements of some good and some faulty
engines according to the aspects of constant revolution of
speed and during acceleration process. I have found that
from the point of view of the efficiency and economy of the
tests the noise and vibration tests have to be carried out at
2000 RPM, and during the acceleration from idle to 4200
RPM [S11].
In the case of idle or changing ECU control procedure some transient
phenomena can happen during the noise and vibration measurements. In the
case of measurements at 2000 RPM almost all the typical problems are
observable that can occur at constant rotation speeds. The resonance
phenomena can be located during the process of acceleration. At higher
speeds the probability of disturbances independent of the operation of the
engine may increase. These causes can be hardly separated from other
sources, e.g. fixing the engine under test, test rig build-up, etc.
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.T-5 Thesis: Using high- speed optoelectronic distance measurement
system based contactless triangular principle and MEMS
based vibration analytic system I have elaborated new
testing methods for vibration diagnostic inspection of
internal combustion engines [S8].
The two systems have been tested together simultaneously in the course of
engine measurements at the test rig. The results proved the applicability of
new the testing methods both mutually and independently. The new
methods enable the application of vibration diagnostics in new fields, in
case of simple tasks even without a computer background as well.
T-6 Thesis: I have developed a new, wireless data transmission system
to submit data of collected and unprocessed information
acquired from noise and vibration signals using standard
(both commercial and industrial type) WLAN tools and
special software configuration [S7].
The system is not conventional, but unique and is capable to provide real
time high reliability data transfer with point to point connection setup. The
system is independent of the local computer network. There is no need to
use expensive, non-standard solutions, and it is not fixed to some special
manufacturer of sensors or RF networks.
The signal side unit is powered by a battery, and its lifetime exceeds 24
hours by the design.
The solution enables the wireless measurements in the case of separated and
protected measurement stations. As a result, there is no need to use
expensive, difficult installation procedures and solutions.
The speed of data transfer enables the real time transfer of 24 bit data at a
maximum sampling speed of 50 kS/s for all the four channels of the analog
input module.
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